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Tulime Organization use Udzungwa Heroes Football Club to reach the
community on matters of garbage collection and recycling. The players
will join volunteers to provide awareness raising through football game,
this program will involve short meeting that will be held before the start
of the football game people will be informed on the importance of waste
management and Recycling; Players will be reminded on 3Rs (Reuse,
Refuse and Recycle) Youcom team will prepare a banner containing a
message “Greening the playing fields”
The collection of garbage will be conducted at pitch grounds; players will
participate in collecting plastic bags and bottles after the match ready
for recycling. This approach will act as a part of enhancing the capacity
of community to take necessary initiatives on garbage collection hence,
helping the community live friendly with the nature.

Ball made from recycled plastic bag
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Rede game

The team will be divided into two groups one group will create objects
by using recycled plastic bottles and other group will create objects by
using collected plastic bags, the objects will include balls called (mpira wa
makaratasi) in Swahili which means plastic balls; These balls are used by
girls to play the game called rede especially in rural areas and boys use to
play football This innovative activity will help to re awake the Rede game
that is seems disappearing nowadays; this game will make children realize
the reuse of plastic bags that before were littered into their surroundings;
hence now they know that created plastic balls is not only for playing rede
or football games but also for environmental protection.

Reuse of plastic bottles
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